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Start Investing in CryptocurrncyGoldCoin CryptocurrencyThe Gold Regular of Digital
Currency Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency and Altcoin Investing Goldcoin is a superb name meaning

“worth” to vast amounts of people Worldwide.  Goldcoin is a genuinely exclusive coin, not only
another bitcoin clone.2.Our mission is to create a physical gold substitute by completing the

vision of Satoshi and establishing the ultimate digital commodity.11. While our competitors are
focused on micro transactions and payments, our focus is on enhancing the value-storage

space side of the equation. We've built a useful physical gold replacement that can be used by
everyone today as a digital commodity.   Are you ready for the Gold Standard of Digital

Currency? GoldCoin has been made into a higher value platform intended to be a lasting base
for the globe’ t obtain left behind. Why is Goldcoin different? 1.s financial systems, don’        A

great name meaning "value" to vast amounts of people Worldwide.    3.    Our multi-pool
resistant client is innovative and protected with a 51% attack defense system.  A genuinely
unique coin not only another litecoin clone.8. Goldcoin truly is the gold standard of digital

currency, a secure haven for worth in a turbulent globe.     Newly developed difficulty algorithm
"Golden River. Block reward guidelines that finally cap supply after a century of mining.      Final

number of coins to become mined 72,245,700.    Unique and innovative 51% attack defense
system.   Faster transactions than LTC and BTC - 2 mins.7.    How to Spend money on Gold Coin

CryptocurrencyIncludes Gold Coin Complex DetailsMeet the Gold Coin TeamQuestions and
Answers  Faster difficulty adjustment period - each block.4. 6.    Coin generation guidelines

modeled after physical gold.9.      Hash algorithm (scrypt) making it ASIC resistant.10.   Gradual
decrease in block reward creating diminishing coin supply. Our 51% attack defense and Golden

River problems algorithm provide us the strongest most robust blockchain in all of
cryptocurrency.  "5.
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